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Abstract. To reduce the contour errors from the coupling problem between the joints
of the manipulators, we propose an integrated strategy combining the virtual spindle into
the classical fractional order sliding mode cross-coupling control (FOSMC-CCC) strategy. Firstly, an iterative sliding mode control (ISMC) strategy is proposed to cope with
single joint of manipulator, and the stability is proved by Lyapunov function and relative simulation. Secondly, on the basis of the single-joint control, FOSMC-CCC strategy
is consequently proposed by using fractional order calculus, sliding mode control (SMC)
and cross-coupling control (CCC) structure. Finally, the proposed method is veriﬁed by
MATLAB/Simulink simulation. The simulation results show that compared with the traditional linear PD cross-coupling control (linear PD-CCC) strategy, the adjustment time
is reduced by 0.14 s, 0.42 s and 0.35 s, and steady-state error is reduced by 0.0002 rad,
0.0004 rad and 0.0003 rad. Compared with nonlinear PD ring-coupling control (nonlinear PD-RCC) strategy, adjustment time is reduced by 0.12 s, 0.20 s and 0.16 s, and
steady-state error is reduced by 0.0001 rad, 0.0002 rad and 0.0001 rad. The simulation
results show that synchronous control accuracy of FOSMC-CCC strategy is better.
Keywords: Cross-coupling control strategy, Fractional calculus, Iterative learning control, Manipulator control, Sliding mode control

1. Introduction. Since the 1960s, the rapid development of industrial robotic arms has
become a core device in the ﬁeld of automation. Nowadays, robotic arms have been
widely used in industrial, agricultural and medical ﬁelds [1,2]. Many of these tasks require
high-speed and high-precision trajectory tracking control, but the uncertainties, strong
coupling, and time-varying characteristics of the robotic arm system make it diﬃcult to
establish its precise mathematical model, which brings certain obstacles to high-speed and
high-precision trajectory tracking control. At the same time, the traditional manipulator
control usually only considers the control of a single joint, but ignores the correlation
between each joint. The tracking performance of single-joint control cannot guarantee
the contour error control performance in multi-joint motion control, because when the
synchronization between the joints is poor, the contour tracking accuracy of the system
will decrease accordingly. Therefore, it is very important to study the synchronous control
strategy between the joints of the mechanical arm.
For the problem of synchronous control, researchers have proposed many control structures, such as master-slave synchronous control [3,4], CCC [5-7], and RCC [8]. In [9],
the CCC is proposed for the ﬁrst time and is applied to traditional processing machine
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tools, which can ensure the synchronization of each motor and reduce the system contour
error. After that, many scholars carried out further research on multi-motor coordinated control. In [10], the global sliding mode control and CCC are combined to achieve
synchronous control of precise positions of adjacent axes. In [11], an adjacent CCC strategy is proposed for the position synchronization control of multiple linear motors and
achieves good synchronous control results. All of these methods can eﬀectively improve
the tracking performance of the system, but cannot eﬀectively reduce the tracking error
of a single axis. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the accuracy of the control system
and reduce the contour error by combining independent position tracking control of each
axis and the synchronization control between the axes.
Nowadays, scholars have proposed many algorithms about the control of the robot, such
as traditional PID control algorithm [12], reverse step control algorithm [13], adaptive
control algorithm [14], sliding mode control algorithm [15-17], neural network control
algorithm and iterative learning control algorithm [18,19]. ILC does not rely on the
precise mathematical model of the controlled object, and the control algorithm is simple
[20-22]. SMC is robust to parameters and disturbances [23-27]. The combination of both
can enhance the robustness of the system, suppress the chattering of system, and improve
the control accuracy of robotic manipulator. Therefore, the robustness problem of ILC
and the chattering phenomenon of SMC are solved [28-31]. In [32], an ISMC is designed,
which utilizes the invariance of SMC to system parameters and external disturbances,
and the advantage of ILC that does not depend on the precise mathematical model of the
system, which improves the stability and dynamic response of the control system. In [33],
the satellite attitude fault-tolerant control of external disturbances is studied by ILC and
SMC.
The fractional order control system has been widely used in fractional order sliding mode
control (FOSMC) and fractional order iterative learning control (FOILC) for its memory
and heritability [34]. In [35], the robustness of PD-type FOILC algorithms is discussed. In
[36], an eﬀective FOSMC method is proposed, which veriﬁes the good performance of the
designed controller. However, few researchers have introduced fractional calculus into the
control system of the manipulator, and the manipulator system has the characteristics of
uncertainty, strong coupling and time-varying characteristics. Therefore, the parameters
of the fractional calculus system can be adjusted to a large range and the system accuracy
is high to control the complex manipulator system.
At the same time, the existing literature rarely studies the synchronization control
of complex systems such as multi-joint manipulators, and the research on multi-joint
manipulators only focuses on the synchronization performance between multiple joints,
while ignoring the tracking eﬀect of a single joint. Therefore, a control method combining
single-joint tracking accuracy and multi-joint synchronization control accuracy is needed
to improve the synchronization accuracy of the multi-joint robotic arm control system.
Based on this, considering the coupling relationship between the joints of the robotic
arm, in order to reduce the synchronization error between the joints and enhance the
correlation between the joints, the FOSMC-CCC control strategy is proposed and veriﬁed
via comparing with other control methods through simulation analysis. Mainly solve the
following problems:
1) Improve the position tracking performance of the single joint of the robotic arm;
2) Enhance the robustness of the robotic arm control system and weaken the chattering
phenomenon of the control system;
3) Reduce the contour error between multiple joints of the robotic arm and improve
the synchronization accuracy of the control system.
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In Section 2 the paper proposes the IMC position controller for the position tracking
control of the single joint of the manipulator. Then in Sections 3 and 4, the FOSMC-CCC
synchronization control strategy is proposed for the synchronization control research of the
multi-joint manipulator, and the mathematical and simulation analysis respectively prove
that the proposed synchronization control strategy has better synchronization accuracy in
Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, the proposed control strategy is analyzed and summarized.
2. Single Joint Tracking Control Strategy. Manipulator control methods mainly
include position control, continuous trajectory control, torque control and intelligent control. Among them, the continuous trajectory control method is to continuously control
the posture of the robotic arm in space, requiring it to strictly follow a predetermined
trajectory to move within a certain accuracy range, and the tracking eﬀect is good, the
movement is stable, and the task has been completed. Make each joint of the robot arm
perform corresponding movement continuously and synchronously. The main technical
index is to make the various joints of the robot arm follow the desired trajectory to track
smoothly and accurately, usually in the robot arm used in arc welding, painting and
inspection operations.
Caputo-type calculus is used in the paper, the deﬁnition of which is as follows [37]:
∫ t
1
f (m) (τ )
β
dτ , m − 1 < β ≤ m
(1)
a Dt f (t) =
Γ(m − α) a (t − τ )β−m+1
where Γ(·) is the Gamma function. To simplify expression, use Dβ instead of a Dtβ .
The nominal model of n-joint manipulator is as follows:
M (q)q̈ + C (q, q̇) q̇ + G(q) = u + f (t)

(2)

where q ∈ Rn represents joint position of the robotic manipulator, q̇ ∈ Rn and q̈ ∈ Rn
represent velocity vector and acceleration vector respectively, M (q) ∈ Rn×n represents
inertia matrix, C (q, q̇) ∈ Rn×n represents centrifugal force and Coriolis force matrix,
G(q) ∈ Rn represents gravity term, u ∈ Rn represents control torque, and f (t) represents
uncertain disturbance term.
According to the dynamic model of the robotic manipulator, tracking error of each joint
position can be deﬁned as:
e(t) = qd (t) − q(t)
(3)
where qd (t) is the desired position trajectory of joint, and q(t) is the actual position
trajectory of joint.
Take the second derivative of (3):
ė = q̈d − q̈

(4)

where q̈d is the expected acceleration of joint, and q̈ is the actual acceleration of joint.
The sliding surface can be designed as:
s = ce + ė

(5)

where s is the switching function, c = diag(c1 , c2 , . . . , cn ) is the compensation coeﬃcient
of sliding surface, e is the position error of joint, and ė is the speed error of joint.
Take the derivative of (5):
ṡ = cė + ë
(6)
where ë is the acceleration error of joint.
Substitute (2) and (4) into (6):
ṡ = cė + q̈d − M −1 [u + f (t) − G − C q̇]
where M

−1

is the inverse matrix of matrix M .

(7)
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The exponential reaching law is
ṡ = −λsign(s) − ks

(8)

where λ > 0, k > 0 are the parameters to be set, and the convergence speed of the system
approaching stage can be adjusted by adjusting the parameters λ and k.
The control law can be obtained from (7) and (8):
{
where u =

u = M [q̈d + cė + λsign(s) + ks] + G + C − f (t)

(9)

u+ , s > 0
.
u− , s < 0

2.1. Stability analysis. Select the Lyapunov function:
1
V = s2
2
where s is the switching function.
Derivate both sides of (10) and introduce it into (7):
((
)
)
V̇ = s q̈d − M −1 (u + f (t) − C − G) + cė

(10)

(11)

Substitute (9) into (11):
V̇ = s (−cė − λsign(s) − ks + cė) = −ks2 − λ |s| < 0
(12)

s>0
 1
0
s=0 .
where sign(s) is a signum function, sign(s) =

−1 s < 0
According to the Lyapunov stability criterion, the system is asymptotically stable because of V > 0, V̇ ≤ 0.
The theory analysis is veriﬁed based on a two-joint robotic manipulator.
[
]
v + q01 + 2q02 cos(q2 ) q01 + q02 cos(q2 )
M (q) =
,
q01 + q02 cos(q2 )
q01
[
]
−q02 q̇2 sin(q2 ) −q02 (q̇1 + q̇2 ) sin(q2 )
C(q, q̇) =
,
q02 q̇1 sin(q2 )
0
[
]
15g cos q1 + 8.75g cos(q1 + q2 )
G(q) =
, f (t) = 3 sin(2πt)
8.75g cos(q1 + q2 )
For performance comparison, the traditional ILC controller and traditional SMC controller in [38] are also simulated under the same conditions. Select parameters of the
controller as v = 14, q01 = 8.98, q02 = 8.75, g = 9.8.
Expected trajectories are: q1d = sin(3t), q2d = cos(3t).
Initial states are: q(0) = [0 1]T , q̇(0) = [3 0]T .
Control parameters are: c1 = c2 = 50, λ1 = λ2 = 0.5, k = 40, set times of iterations to
10.
The system control block diagram is shown in Figure 1, where uk (t) and uk+1 (t) are
the signals of the previous control and the current control, yd (t) and yk (t) are the input
signals and feedback signals, and ek (t) is the error.
Figure 2 shows the position tracking of 10 iterations and 10th iteration of ISMC. Figure
3 shows the position tracking of 10 iterations and 10th iteration of traditional ILC. Figure
4 shows the position tracking of traditional SMC. The control torque of ISMC and traditional SMC is shown in Figure 5. From Figure 2 to Figure 6, the following conclusions
can be obtained.
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1) Compared with traditional SMC and traditional ILC, ISMC can reduce the position
tracking errors of the two joints of the robot arm with 0.0008 rad, 0.0019 rad and 0.0998
rad, 0.099 rad after the 10th iteration.
2) SMC can suppress chattering, and the control input signal generated by ISMC strategy is smoother than traditional SMC.

Figure 1. System control block diagram

Figure 2. ISMC position tracking
In order to verify the robustness of iterative sliding mode control, a Gaussian disturbance function is introduced into the system: f (t) = 1000 exp (−(t − 3)2 / (2 × 0.12 )).
Among them, 1000 is the peak of the interference, 3 is the central time position of the
interference, and 0.1 is the time domain degree of the interference.
Figure 6 shows the position tracking error curve under the ILC, SCM and ISMC strategy
after the disturbance is introduced. It can be seen from Figure 6 that at the 3 s, a sudden
change occurs in the position tracking error curve. In this process, it can be seen that
the curve mutation degree is the largest under the ILC strategy, followed by the sudden
change degree under the SMC strategy, and the curve is almost stable under the ISMC
strategy. That is to say, the ILC has poor robustness, the SMC strategy enhances the
anti-interference ability of the system, and the ISMC strategy makes the system more
robust.
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Figure 3. ILC position tracking

Figure 4. SMC position tracking

Figure 5. Control torque curve
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Figure 6. Position tracking error curve under interference

3. Multi-Joint Synchronization Control Strategy. The traditional synchronization
error is deﬁned as shown in the following formula:
ε1 = e1 − e2 , . . . , εi = ei − ei+1 , εn = en − e1

(13)

If the above-mentioned synchronization error deﬁnition form is used, there will be a
cumulative eﬀect of synchronization error between the joints of the mechanical arm. This
cumulative eﬀect will produce a phenomenon that the synchronization error becomes
larger as the number of joints increases. The overall synchronization accuracy and performance of the robotic arm system have an adverse eﬀect. Therefore, the paper introduces
the concept of virtual main axis to improve the adverse eﬀects caused by cumulative eﬀect.
Assuming that there is an axis numbered 0 in the robot arm, the coordinate of the
expected position given by the control is the same as that of the other joints, which is
qd (k), the state vector is q0 (k), and the tracking error vector is e0 (k). The synchronization
error vector of each joint in the manipulator system is deﬁned based on the assumed axis,
that is εi = [εi , ε̇i ]T , as shown in the following formula:
εi (k) = ei (k − 1) − e0 (k − 1),

εi (1) = 0,

i = 1, 2, . . . , n

(14)

By adopting this synchronization method, the cumulative error caused by the chain
structure will not occur, and the synchronization motion accuracy of the robot arm system
can be improved better. In the physical sense, the imaginary “0” axis does not exist, so
it is deﬁned as a virtual main axis, and its state vector q0 (k) and tracking error e0 (k) are
deﬁned by the average value as follows:
m
n
1 ∑
1∑
q0 (k) =
qi (k), e0 (k) =
ei (k) = qd (k) − q0 (k)
(15)
m i=1
n i=1
Therefore, deﬁne the synchronization error as (16):
ε1 = e1 − e0 , . . . , εi = ei − e0 , εn = en − e0

(16)

Deﬁne the coupling error as (17):
E = e + aε

(17)

where e = [e1 , . . . , en ]T , εi (t) = [ε1 (t), . . . , εn (t)]T , a is a positive ﬁxed matrix, which
represents the control gain of the coupling error.
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Compared with the cumulative eﬀect of synchronization error brought by the traditional synchronization error deﬁnition method, the virtual spindle synchronization error
deﬁnition method used in this article not only considers the position error of two adjacent
joints, but also eliminates the mechanical error to a certain extent. The cumulative eﬀect
of the synchronization error between the various joints of the arm improves the body
synchronization accuracy of the robotic arm system to a certain extent, and improves the
adverse eﬀects caused by the cumulative eﬀect.
4. Design of FOSMC Synchronization Controller. A reasonable reaching law can
greatly accelerate the approach speed and reduce system chattering. In this paper, a
fractional order reaching law is designed using fractional calculus and SMC:
Dβ s = −ksign(s)

(18)

where 0 < β < 1, D is a calculus operator.
4.1. Reaching law steady-state chatter analysis. Take the traditional exponential
approach law as an example:
ṡ = −εsign(s) − ks 0 < ε, k > 0
When s approaches 0, its limit on the sliding surface is
{
−ε s → 0+
lim ṡ =
ε
s → 0−
s→0

(19)

(20)

It can be obtained from (19) that when s approaches 0, the system will chatter with
amplitude e near the equilibrium point [39]. For the reaching law shown in (18) designed
in this paper, when s → 0+ and s → 0− , there always ṡ = 0, which indicates that the
system has no chattering phenomenon near the steady state.
4.2. Reaching rate analysis.
Proof: the approach rate of the fractional reaching law is greater than the exponential
reaching law.
4.2.1. The approach time of exponential reaching law. It can be obtained from (19):
ṡ = −εsign(s) − ks

(21)

When s > 0:
t′1

∫s
=
0

ds
=
−εsign(s) − ks

∫s
0

[ (
)]
ds
1
k
= − ln 1 + s
−ε − ks
k
ε

(22)

)]
[ (
1
ds
k
= − ln 1 + s
ε − ks
k
ε

(23)

When s < 0:
t′2

∫−s
=
0

ds
=
−εsign(s) − ks

∫−s
0

When s = 0, that is on the slip surface, t′3 = 0.
So the approach time of the exponential reaching law is

)]
[ (

 − 1 ln 1 + k s , s ̸= 0
k
ε
t′ =


0,
s=0

(24)
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4.2.2. The approach time of fractional order reaching law. Since the derivative of Caputo
does not satisfy the condition of semi-group, in order to solve this problem, we adopt the
∂ order Riemnnan-Liouvile fraction integral and obtain a standard derivative.
From the deﬁnition of Riemnnan-Liouvile fractional calculus, for a positive real number
∂, then the ath order Riemnnan-Liouvile fractional-order calculus of ∂ function f (t) on
the interval [a, b] is deﬁned as:
∫ t
1
∂
(t − τ )∂−1 f (τ )dτ
(25)
a Dt f (t) =
Γ(∂) a
Gamma function is deﬁned as:

∫
Γ(∂) =

∞

e−t tz−1 dt

(26)

a

The following can be obtained from [40,41]:
1
J D s = J (−ksign(s)), J f (t) =
Γ(∂)
∂

∂

∂

∫

t

(t − τ )∂−1 f (τ )dτ

∂

(27)

0

The simpliﬁed expression is s(t) − s(0) = J ∂ (−ksign(s)) applying a standard derivate:
ṡ = −kDJ ∂ (−sign(s))

(28)

For calculating the approach time:
t∂ = J ∂ Γ(1 + ∂)

(29)

From (28) and (29):
t∂ dt =

Γ(1 + ∂)
Γ(1 + ∂)
ds → t∂+1 =
ds
kDsign(s)
kDsign(s)(∂ + 1)

The approach time of the fractional order reaching law is
√


 t = ∂+1 Γ(1 + ∂)s , s ̸= 0
kD(∂ + 1)


0,
s=0
It can be obtained from (24) and (31):
(
)

√
(−k)·∂+1 Γ(1+∂)s

kD(∂+1)

ε·e

ln
(
)

ε+ks

ln 1 + kε s
Γ(1 + ∂)s
′
−
=
> 0, s ̸= 0
t −t=

−k
kD(∂ + 1)
k




0,
s=0

(30)

(31)

(32)

It can be obtained from the above derivation that the approach rate of the fractional
reaching law is higher than the approach rate of the exponential reaching law.
4.3. Stability analysis. Use the Lyapunov function:
1
V (t) = sT s
2
According to the deﬁnition of Caputo-type fractional calculus:
{
{
Dβ s > 0
ṡ > 0
⇒
ṡ < 0
Dβ s < 0

(33)

(34)
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Take the derivative of (33), and the following can be obtained via (18) and (34):
V̇ (t) = sT s = sT D1−β (−ksign(s))
(
)
Because of sign D1−β (−ksign(s)) = −ksign(s) [42]:
(
)
( )
(
)
( )
sign V̇ (t) = sign sT sign D1−β (−ksign(s)) = −ksign sT sign(s) = −k

(35)

(36)

Then V̇ ≤ 0 ⇒ Dβ V ≤ 0, selected fractional order reaching law is progressively stable.
4.4. Design control law. The design sliding surface is
s = cE + Ė

(37)

Fractional order reaching law is shown in (18).
Take the derivative of (18):
ṡ = D1−β (−k)sign(s)

(38)

Substitute (2), (4), and (17) into (37):
ṡ = cĖ + aε̈ + q̈d − M −1 [u + f − G − C q̇]
The control law can be obtained from (38) and (39):
[
]
1−β
u = M q̈d + cĖ + aε̈ + kD sign(s) + G + C q̇ − f

(39)

(40)

Control law stability analysis, select the Lyapunov function:
1
V = s2
(41)
2
Take the derivative (41) and introduce (39) and (40):
(
)
(
)
V̇ = sṡ = s q̈d + cĖ + aε̈ − M −1 (u + f − C − G) = s −kD1−β sign(s) ≤ 0 (42)
According to the Lyapunov stability criterion, the system is stable.
5. Simulation Tests and Analysis. The control block diagram of a cross-coupled synchronization is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. CCC block diagram
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The simulation object is a three-joint industrial robot. According to the dynamic model
derived above, the expressions of each matrix in the model are as follows:




c11 c12 c13
m11 m12 m13
C (q, q̇) =  c21 c22 c23  , M (q) =  m21 m22 m23 
c31 c32 c33
m31 m32 m33
[
]T
G(q) = g1 g2 g3
, q = [q1 q2 q3 ]T
m11 = I1 + a1 cos2 (q2 ) + a2 cos2 (q2 + q3 ) + 2a3 cos(q2 ) cos(q2 + q3 ), m33 = I3 + a2
m12 = m21 = m13 = m31 = 0, m22 = I2 + a1 + a2 + 2a3 cos(q3 )
m23 = m32 = a2 + a3 cos(q3 )
1
1
c11 = − a1 q̇2 sin(2q2 ) − a2 (q̇2 + q̇3 ) sin(2q2 + 2q3 ) − a3 q̇2 sin(2q2 + q3 )
2
2
− a3 q̇3 cos(q2 ) sin(q2 + q3 )
1
1
c12 = − a1 q̇1 sin(2q2 ) − a2 q̇1 sin(2q2 + 2q3 ) − a3 q̇1 sin(2q2 + q3 ), c21 = −c12 , c31 = −c13
2
2
1
c33 = 0, c13 = − a1 q̇1 sin(2q2 + 2q3 ) − a3 q̇1 cos(q2 ) sin(q2 + q3 ), c22 = −a3 q̇3 sin(q3 )
2
c23 = −a3 (q̇2 + q̇3 ) sin(q3 ), c32 = −a3 q̇2 sin(q3 ), g1 = 0, g2 = b1 cos(q2 ) + b2 cos(q2 + q3 )
g3 = b2 cos(q2 + q3 ), a1 = m2 r22 + m3 l22 , a2 = m3 l32 , a3 = m3 r3 l2 , m2 = 30 Kg, m3 = 26 Kg
b1 = (m2 r2 + m3 l2 )g, b2 = m3 r3 g, r2 = 0.6 m, r3 = 0.5 m, g = 9.8 m/s2 , I1 = 3.61 Kg·m2
I2 = 2.35 Kg·m2 , I3 = 1.95 Kg·m2 .
The paper compares the synchronous control strategy proposed in this paper with the
traditional linear PD cross-coupling control (linear PD-CCC) strategy proposed in [42]
and nonlinear PD ring coupling control (nonlinear PD-RCC) strategy proposed in [43].
In [43,44], scholars have designed a typical PD controller, which improves the synchronization control accuracy of the manipulator to a certain extent. However, the traditional
linear PD-CCC controller proposed in [43] has a cumbersome process of proving the control law, many parameters need to be adjusted, and the control eﬀect is not very ideal.
The nonlinear PD-RCC controller proposed in [44] has a more complicated structure than
the CCC controller, so the workload in the control process is larger, and the controller
also has the problem that the parameters are not easy to adjust. Therefore, this paper
proposes the FOSMC-CCC controller in response to the above problems. First, the ISMC
position controller is designed to achieve accurate position tracking of each joint of the
manipulator. Secondly, it avoids the diﬃculty of parameter adjustment in traditional PD
control, its controller design is simple, and the introduction of fractional calculus theory
further improves the control accuracy of the system.
The linear PD-CCC is: u = KP E + KD Ė + (I + aT )−1 Ke ė.
Parameters are set to: KP = diag(25), KD = diag(10), Ke = diag(20), a =
[0.3 0.3 0.3].
The nonlinear PD-RCC is: u = KP tanh(e) + KD ė + Ke E, where tanh(·) is the
hyperbolic tangent function.
Parameters are set as follows: KP = diag(25), KD = diag(10), Ke = diag(20).
The FOSMC-CCC with virtual spindle designed in this paper uses MATLAB/FOMCON
toolbox to complete the numerical simulation [45].
Parameters are set as follows: diag(c1 , c2 , c3 ) = diag(50, 50, 50), a = [0.3 0.3 0.3].
When the input signal is a step response, the position tracking error curve of the robot
arm joint under diﬀerent synchronization error deﬁnitions is shown in Figure 8. It can
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Figure 8. Position tracking error curve under diﬀerent synchronization errors
be seen from Figure 8 that compared with traditional deﬁnition of synchronization error,
after introduction of the virtual spindle in the synchronization error, tracking error of
each joint of the robot arm are smaller, tracking eﬀect is better, and control accuracy is
higher.
It can be seen from (18) that the value of β aﬀects the approach speed of the fractional
approach law, which in turn aﬀects the control accuracy and control eﬀect of the control
system. Therefore, it is very important to choose an appropriate β value. The following
will discuss the fetching of β from the position error norm convergence situation and the
speed error norm convergence situation.
Figure 9 shows the convergence process of maximum absolute value of the position error
norm under diﬀerent β values. Figure 10 shows the convergence process of the maximum
absolute value of the speed error norm under diﬀerent β values. As can be seen from
Figure 9 and Figure 10, it is most appropriate when the value of β is approximately
0.2. Because when β > 0.2, the speed error norms of the three joints of manipulator are
divergent and not convergent. And when β = 0.2, the maximum and minimum values of
position error norm and the maximum and minimum values of speed error norm of the

(a) Joint 1 error norm

(b) Joint 2 error norm

(c) Joint 3 error norm

Figure 9. Convergence process of position error norm under diﬀerent β values
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(a) Joint 1 error norm

(b) Joint 2 error norm
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(c) Joint 3 error norm

Figure 10. Convergence process of speed error norm under diﬀerent β values
three joints of robot arm are the most suitable. So set the fractional order β = 0.2 of
FOSMC-CCC.
When the desired trajectory is given as a step signal, the initial state is:
q(0) = [0.6 0.8

−1.8]T ,

q̇(0) = [0 0 0]T

The disturbance is: f (t) = 1000 exp (−(t − 3)2 / (2 × 0.12 )).
Figure 11 shows the position tracking curve of the three-joint manipulator by three
synchronous control strategies, and the step response performance index is shown in
Table 1. From Figure 11 and Table 1, it can be obtained that when the synchronous
controller is a fractional sliding mode controller, the dynamic performance indicators and
steady-state performance indicators in the unit step response can be satisﬁed better.

Figure 11. Position tracking curve
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Table 1. Unit step response performance indicators
Overshoot (%)
Joint
Linear PD-CCC
Joint
Joint
Joint
Nonlinear PD-RCC Joint
Joint
Joint
FOSMC-CCC
Joint
Joint

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

0.08
0
0
0.07
0
0
0.05
0
0

Adjust the
time (s)
0.27
0.64
0.61
0.25
0.42
0.37
0.13
0.22
0.26

Steady-state
error (rad)
< 0.0006
< 0.0003
< 0.0008
< 0.0005
< 0.0002
< 0.0006
< 0.0004
< 0.0001
< 0.0005

Figure 12. Position tracking error
Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the tracking error curve, the synchronization error curve,
and coupling error curve, respectively. Table 2 shows the comparison of data. Take the
angular displacement adjustment time, the RMSE of the position error, the RMSE of
the synchronization error, and the RMSE of the coupling error as reference values. It is
available from Figure 12, Figure 13 and Table 2:
1) Compared with linear PD-CCC, the RMSE of the position error of FOSMC-CCC is
reduced by 0.0024 rad, 0.0178 rad and 0.0124 rad, and compared with non-linear PD-RCC
by 0.001 rad, 0.0029 rad and 0.0029 rad.
2) Compared with linear PD-CCC, the RMSE of the synchronization error of FOSMCCCC is reduced by 0.0103 rad, 0.0094 rad and 0.0834 rad, and compared with non-linear
PD-RCC by 0.006 rad, 0.0043 rad and 0.0102 rad.
3) Compared with linear PD-CCC, the angular displacement adjustment time of FOSMC-CCC is reduced by 0.13 s, 0.43 s and 0.44 s, and compared with non-linear PD-RCC,
it is reduced by 0.1 s, 0.13 s and 0.17 s. Therefore, the accuracy of manipulator system is
higher and operation of each joint is more stable and reliable when FOSMC-CCC is used.
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Figure 13. Position synchronization error
Table 2. Data comparison of robot arm joints

Joint 1 angular displacement adjustment time (s)
Joint 2 angular displacement adjustment time (s)
Joint 3 angular displacement adjustment time (s)
RMSE of position error of Joint 1 after 2 s (rad)
RMSE of position error of Joint 2 after 2 s (rad)
RMSE of position error of Joint 3 after 2 s (rad)
RMSE of synchronization error of Joint 1
RMSE of synchronization error of Joint 2
RMSE of synchronization error of Joint 3

Linear Nonlinear
FOSMC-CCC
PD-CCC PD-RCC
0.28
0.25
0.15
0.62
0.32
0.19
0.68
0.41
0.24
0.0036
0.0022
0.0012
0.0554
0.0405
0.0376
0.0878
0.0783
0.0754
0.0552
0.0509
0.0449
0.1047
0.0996
0.0953
0.1889
0.1157
0.1055

In order to further verify the system performance, the sinusoidal signals are used as the
desired trajectories, which are as shown below:
{
q1d = 1.1 + 1.2 sin(πt), q2d = 0.1 + 1.2 cos(πt), q3d = −1.3 + 1.2 sin(πt)
q̇1d = 1.2π cos(πt), q̇2d = −1.2π sin(πt), q̇3d = 1.2π cos(πt)
The initial state is: q(0) = [1.1 1.3 −1.3]T , q̇(0) = [1.2π 0 1.2π]T .
Set the times of iteration is 10. The following results can be obtained based on the
experiments performed on MATLAB.
Figure 14 shows the output torque of the coupled controller under the three synchronous
control strategies. It can be concluded that the output torque of the coupled controller
of the linear PD-CCC is the largest, where the Joint 2 is close to 500 N·m. The output
torque of the coupled controller of nonlinear PD-RCC is the second, where the Joint 2
is close to 400 N·m. The output torque of the FOSMC-RCC coupling controller is the
smallest, and the torque of the Joint 1 is the largest, which is close to 50 N·m. And the
coupled controller under nonlinear PD-RCC has local chattering.
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Figure 14. Coupling output torque under diﬀerent synchronous control strategies

Figure 15. Position (velocity) error norm convergence process
Figure 15 shows the maximum absolute value convergence curve of the position errors
of three joints for the robotic manipulator after 10 iterations under the three synchronous
control strategies. The comparison can be concluded as follows.
In linear PD-CCC, the maximum absolute values of the position errors of the three joints
are 0.0758, 0.0270 and 0.1076, and the minimum absolute values are 0.0101, 0.0093 and
0.0196. The maximum absolute values of the speed errors of the three joints are 0.1352,
0.0428 and 0.2981, and the minimum absolute values are 0.1321, 0.0350 and 0.1226.
In nonlinear PD-RCC, the maximum absolute values of the position errors of the three
joints are 0.0305, 0.0197 and 0.0473, and the minimum absolute values are 0.0090, 0.0079
and 0.0174. The maximum absolute values of the speed errors of the three joints are
0.3002, 0.0795 and 0.4181, and the minimum absolute values are 0.1351, 0.0529 and
0.1120.
In FOSMC-CCC, the maximum absolute values of the position errors of the three joints
are 0.0243, 0.0160 and 0.0370, and the minimum absolute values are 0.0072, 0.0065 and
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0.0133. The maximum absolute values of the speed errors of the three joints are 0.1491,
0.0477 and 0.3323, and the minimum absolute values are 0.1065, 0.0341 and 0.0921.
As a whole, the maximum absolute value of the position error norm and the maximum
absolute value of the speed error norm of the FOSMC-CCC strategy are the smallest.
Therefore, compared with the traditional linear PD-CCC control strategy and nonlinear
PD-RCC control strategy, under the FOSMC-CCC control strategy, the position tracking
control accuracy of the robot arm control system is higher, the synchronization performance between joints is better, and the contour error of the system is smaller.
6. Conclusions. In order to improve the accuracy of the control for the robotic manipulator, the control strategies of a single joint position tracking control strategy based
on ISMC and a multi-joint cross-coupling control strategy based on PD control, SMC
control, and FOSMC control are proposed. The following conclusions are obtained.
1) The ISMC strategy based on the idea of combining ILC and SMC is proposed to
improve the tracking speed and tracking accuracy of a single joint. Take position tracking,
input of the control, and convergence of the maximum absolute value of position error
as the basis for judgment. Compared with traditional SMC strategy and traditional ILC
strategy, ISMC has better tracking eﬀect, stronger robustness, but less system chatter.
2) Three diﬀerent CCC strategies are designed respectively. Take dynamic performance
index, steady-state performance index, angular displacement adjustment time, and RMSE
as main performance indicators. The results show that the dynamic performance index
and steady-state performance index of FOSMC-CCC strategy is better than linear PDCCC and nonlinear PD-RCC strategy, and the angular displacement adjustment time and
RMSE are smaller, which meets the synchronization accuracy.
3) As for future work, the aim is to introduce the friction term in the actual model
to make it closer to the actual situation. And it is extended to the ﬁelds of n-joint
manipulator control, synchronous motor control, spacecraft attitude tracking, etc., and
tested through experiments.
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